**Guaranteed Diagnostic Confidence**
- **iClear™ Speckle Suppression**: Improve contrast resolution without compromising spatial resolution.
- **iBeam™ Spatial Compounding Imaging**: Significantly improve resolution and meanwhile get more information of tissue.
- **Phase Shift THI**: Increase noise rejection capability, better contrast resolution, better tissue subtleties visualization.

**DP-5, Ultimate Master**
Since 2002 when Mindray launched Chinese first B/W ultrasound system DP-9900, we have never stopped to improve our products in accordance with our customers’ needs. Now we offer you the new DP-5, the Ultimate Master, which deeply reflects our sustained efforts and remarkable achievements in developing B/W ultrasound system.

Combined with the latest imaging technologies, wonderful ergonomic design and intelligent workflow, DP-5 will bring you brand new experience and become a powerful and reliable assistant in your daily diagnosis.

**Comfortable Operation Experience**
- High resolution, wide angle 15” LCD.
- Compact and streamlined shape.
- User friendly keyboard and controls.
- Light weight probes of wide range of broadband.

**Great Productivity**
- **iTouch™ Auto Optimization**: Optimizes the uniformity and dynamic range with just one button.
- **iZoom™ Instant Full Screen Viewing Quick Save**: Image transfer to local or directly to USB with one push.
- **iStation™**: Integrates patient data storage, archiving, review and retrieval efficiently.

**DP-5 Digital Ultrasonic Diagnostic Imaging System**